For the odd primes p, = 3, p2 = 5, ■ • -, we determine integer sequences Np such that the Legendre symbol (N/p,) = +1 for all p¡ S P for a prescribed array of signs ± 1; (i.e., for a prescribed quadratic character). We examine six quadratic characters having special interest and applications. We present tables of these Np and examine some applications, particularly to questions concerning extreme values for the smallest primitive root (of a prime N), the class number of the quadratic field R(J -N), the real Dirichlet L functions, and quadratic character sums.
Introduction. Let pu p2, ..., pm be a set of odd primes and let eu e2,..■, em be a sequence with e2 = 1. The problem considered here is that of finding an integer N such that (1) (N/Pi) = eh (i = l(l)m),
where the symbol is that of Legendre. In other words we are looking for a positive integer N whose quadratic character with respect to each of the given p¡ is specified. This is a special case of a more general problem of Kummer in which the e's are /cth roots of unity and the symbols are feth power characters. This problem has infinitely many solutions for every k, cf. Mills [1] . For k = 2 the infinitude of solutions follows from the law of quadratic reciprocity, since N lies in an arithmetical progression of difference 4p, for each of the m values of i, and hence there exists an arithmetical progression of difference 4pip2... pm every term of which is a desired number N. This argument can also be used to obtain the asymptotic density of the TV's and even the density of prime values of N, but it fails to give any information about the smallest positive value of N.
The problem of finding the values of N in natural order is solved automatically by the Delay Line Sieve, DLS 127 [2] provided the p¡ ^ 127. In what follows we consider six problems of special interest which have applications to other branches of the theory of numbers. In these problems pi =3, p2 = 5,..., p¡ is the ith odd prime, the e's form a simple pattern, and N is usually specified modulo 8. We present tables of these integer sequences N for the several problems considered, and examine some of their applications, particularly to questions concerning primitive roots, class numbers, Dirichlet L functions, and quadratic character sums. For example, we show that if any algebraic field R(J -A) of class number 3 exists besides the known examples, then A > 1.4 ■ 1012.
Problem I. Find N = 1 (mod 8) with s¡ = 1 for all odd/?, = p in (1) . A solution Np of this problem is a quadratic residue ( / 0) of all primes p¡ _ p and hence every odd square satisfies the conditions of the problem. We shall be interested here in solutions which are not perfect squares and which have been called pseudo-squares.
Marshall Hall [3] has shown how to use these numbers for a test for primality. Cobham [4] pointed out that the pseudo-squares afford a cheap way of deciding whether a given number is a perfect square or not. Kraitchik [5] listed the least pseudo-square for p ^ 47, and Lehmer [6] and [7] extended this list to p = 61, and p S 79, respectively. Using the DLS 127 this table was recently extended to p = 127. For completeness we give the least pseudo-square for 3 _ p _ 127 in Table I . 3  73  73  5  241  241  7  1009  1009  11  2641 = 19-139  2689  13  8089  8089  17  18001 = 47 • 383  33049  19  53881  53881  23  87481  87481  29  117049 = 67-1747  483289  31  515761  515761  37  1083289  1083289  41  3206641 = 643-4987  3818929  43  3818929  3818929  47  9257329  9257329  53  22000801  22000801  59,61  48473881  48473881  67  175244281  175244281  71,73  427733329  427733329  79  898716289  898716289  83,89,97  2805544681 = 127-859-25717  Unknown  101  10310263441=4007-2573063  Unknown  103  23616331489  23616331489  107,109  85157610409 = 397-214502797  Unknown  113,127  196265095009  196265095009 The difficulty of this problem is the necessity of eliminating the perfect squares which, to start with, completely upset the expected asymptotic density of the solutions, which is Least Prim. Root 5  7   11   19  17   29   31  29  31  37  41   53  53  53  59  97  79   83  101   107   131 License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see http://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use
To overcome this difficulty we exploit the capability of the DLS 127 of counting the number of its solutions without actually putting them out. It is clear that the number of unwanted perfect squares g X is exactly the number <p(Pm, X1'2) of numbers prime to Pm = pip2 ...pm and ^ Xil2. This, in turn, is the number of solutions x _ Xi/2 given by the Sieve of the trivial Diophantine equation xy = 1. These two problems were run alternately, using a logarithmic search procedure until the extra nonsquare solution was located and verified.
The deviations from the probabilistic estimate (2) caused by the squares is very marked. While odd perfect squares automatically satisfy N = 1 (mod 8) and e¡ = 1, and there are therefore many more solutions of (1) than is indicated by (2) , the number of pseudo-square solutions is substantially smaller. For example, for m = 22, p¡ _ pm = 83, there are 168091 solutions of (1) less than 13089432 = 1713331777249.
But 161409 of these are squares, and only 6682 pseudo-square solutions occur. The number of solutions predicted by (2) is 12554. Western and Miller [8] tabulate the least prime solution Np for p = 53. By the law of quadratic reciprocity this is equivalent to finding the least prime Np whose least quadratic nonresidue exceeds p. This insures that every prime <NP has a quadratic nonresidue less than p and that there exist primes with arbitrarily large least primitive roots. In Table I , the least prime solution Np and its least primitive root is also listed.
Western and Miller also give a companion table of least negative prime solutions. From our point of view this corresponds to the following problem.
Problem II. Find N = -1 (mod 8) with e¡ = (-l/p¡) for all p¡ = p. The negatives -Np of the solutions of this problem are quadratic residues ( # 0) of all primes p¡ ^ p and hence can be thought of as negative pseudo-squares.
This time there is no direct interference from actual squares and one may expect a more predictable distribution. The following short table is for pm = 53, m = 15, Am = 1.03829-10"6. The least solution of Problem II for each 3 _ p _ 131, and the least prime solution, in case the least solution is composite, is given in Table II together, again, with the primitive roots.
The negative squares have the property that the corresponding quadratic imaginary fields R{J -N) have exceptionally large class numbers relative to JN, and exceptionally large real Dirichlet L functions at argument 1 : (3) UX, x) = I -N Here, ( -N/ri) is the Kronecker symbol. A reflection of this property is that for all -Np listed in Table II 8.19583 (1, 1, 1994872698), (2, ± 1, 997436349), (3, ± 1, 664957566), (4, ± 3, 498718175), (5, ± 3, 398974540), (6, ± 1, 332478783), (6, ±5, 332478784), ., (100, ±53, 19948734).
Similarly, for this discriminant, the series (3) begins as the harmonic series 1 TÔT 1 + 2 + 3 + -+ löö with the first hundred terms positive. We list in Table Ha these class numbers h( -N") and these functions L(l, x) for both prime and composite Np. The composite cases (with even class numbers) are on the left, as in Table II . These numbers, which are related by (4) L(l,x) = nh(-N)/JN, were computed by the method described in [9] . Returning briefly to Problem I, we note that a We have not completed this table as the functions are much more difficult to compute for large positive discriminants. But two comments are in order. First, while these L(l, x) tend to be large, no particular correlation is indicated for the corresponding class numbers. Instead of (4) one has
where u2 -Nv2 = 1 is the smallest Pell solution. Usually, h(N) is quite small, and the largeness of L(l, x) is reflected, instead, in an exceptionally long period for the regular continued fraction for JN. (It is this that makes the computation difficult.) Secondly, while the L(l,x) are relatively large, they are not as large as could be expected by a simple probabilistic estimate. This, again, reflects the peculiarities in the distribution of the pseudo-squares discussed above. While the phenomenon is of interest, we will not pursue it here. The problem which can be thought of as complementary to Problem II is as follows.
Problem III. Find N s 3 (mod 8) with e¡ = -( -l/p¡) for p, g p. The negatives -Np of the solutions of this problem are quadratic nonresidues ( # 0) of all the primes Pi ;_ p. Such numbers were first considered by Euler in connection with quadratic functions whose values have a high density of primes. In fact, the polynomial
of discriminant -N will not be divisible by 2, or any of the specified primes. Euler hit upon the remarkable N31 = 163, which led to the well-known polynomial x2 + x + 41. Other polynomials of this sort were proposed by Beeger, Poletti, and others [10]- [11] . See also [14] .
Since it was established by Stark [12] that 163 is the largest number N with a class number h( -N) = 1, we know that there does not exist another value of N for which the polynomial (6) is a prime for all values of x < (N + l)/4. Nonetheless, further solutions of Problem III beyond iV37 = 163 do provide examples in which the class number h( -N) and L function (3) are apt to be unusually small, while the quadratic polynomial formula (6) possesses an unusually high density of primes. The first two properties are especially obvious when we rewrite (3) in product form : ra m.a.-íz'S.ñ "
since we now have (-N/p) = -1 for all small p, and that minimizes all of the corresponding factors. Least solutions Np and least prime solutions N'p for 3 = p ^ 163 are given in Table III. Table Ilia gives the class numbers and L functions. Table III extends an  earlier table to p = 107, by Lehmer [13] . Mohan Lai [14] has also computed the h( -Np) through p = 107, and in [14] he, and one of us, discuss some other aspects of this problem.
The decrease of L(l, x) with p is, of course, not monotonie. The Legendre symbols beyond {N | p) remain unspecified, and if, in these first solutions, these following symbols have an early preponderance of values ( -N \ p¡) = -1, as in Ni21, the L(l, /) is especially small. Contrary wise, as in N\3g, the L(l, x) is "rather poor".
Such small values for L(l,x) relate to an investigation of Chowla, Ayoub and Wal urn [15] . It is known that h( -q) for primes q = 3 (mod 4) can also be obtained from the sums
and these quadratic character sums are therefore, of necessity, negative. But in [15] it is proven that will be positive for infinitely many primes q. To obtain a positive S3(q) it would suffice if but that is not easy to attain. No entry in Table Ilia is It is clear that we are a long way from exhibiting even a single example of S3(q) > 0 unless its necessary condition is substantially more generous than the sufficient condition (8).
In fact, however, one has [15] and this gives the sufficient condition (8) . In our cases L(3, x) will be slightly larger;
e.g., for q = 163,
License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see http://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use For n = 2 and 1 we obtain SM -2qS3(q) + q2S2(q) = 0, S2(q) -qS^q) = 0, and thus (11) S4q) = 2qS3{q) + q4h(-q).
Combining (11) and (9) now gives (10).
Therefore, a sufficient condition for S4(q) > 0 is
This condition is met by all N'p shown in Table Ilia It is reasonable to conjecture that S4(<j) > 0 for all subsequent N'p beyond our table, but probably that would be difficult to prove. Presumably, one should attempt to prove it for all p > Po (hopefully small), and then continue the table (if necessary) up to this lower bound p0.
In passing, we note that these character sums may be expressed simply in terms of generalized Euler numbers [16] . For q = 3 (mod 8) we have Hq) = <z(c,.i -4g2c,,0)/12 (13) SA(q) = q2(cqA -2q2c,,0)/6. For example, Ci63,0 = 3 and c163il = 166680, and we may verify the previously indicated sums.
Problem IV. Find N = -1 (mod 8) as in Problem II, but with e, = -( -l/p¡) as in Problem III. Since the first factor on the right of (7) is now f instead of § as it was in Problem III, we can expect the values of h( -N) to be about 3 times those of the last problem. It might seem, at first, that these N are of little interest, since we clearly are aiming at small h{ -N) and yet we start off immediately in the wrong direction.
But there is another viewpoint. The pre-Kronecker formulation of these problems by Gauss and Dirichlet dealt only with even discriminants. One has the forms 8). This nullifies the previously mentioned factor of 3, and now, using ¿v(l) instead of L(l, x), these two residue classes modulo 8 can be compared on an equal basis, not only with each other, but with any residue class modulo 8. This gives us a much richer population to study. We list the first composite and prime solutions in Table IV, while Table IVa In Problem V below our smallest value is ¿3666575384938(1) = 0.26064 (p = 157).
Analogous to our remarks concerning h(-163) in the previous problem, we call attention to h(-4-l)=\, /i(-4-127) = 5, /i(-4-487) = 7
in Table IVa . These have been proven [19] to be the largest negative determinants with these class numbers. While the same is probably true of the entry Table IV -1
Pi for all p¡ = p, N = 8x + 7 and if we join these sets, respectively, with all p = 8x + 3 having h( -p) = 3, we would obtain the complete set of discriminants with h( -p) = 3, or the complete set of determinants with h{ -4p) = 9. if we do not insist that the discriminant be square-free. There are no other h{ -p) = 3 for p ^ 166807 by the tables of Ordman [20] and Newman [21] . Any P = 8x + 3 > 1467 = 32 • 163 having h(-P) = 3 must have L(l, x) < 0.24607.
By a systematic calculation, we find that there are only eight p = 8x + 3 < 318028 with an L(l, x) that small, and they have these class numbers: )  90787  23  210907  35  166147  29  222643  33  191563  33  253507  39  205627  35  296587  41 Since any further example P must therefore exceed 318028 = 4 ■ 433, the argument in [19, esp. p. 153, 162], based upon composition of forms, may now be applied as follows. If ( -P | q) = +1, there is a form F = (q, b, c) of discriminant -P. Then Problem V. Find N = 5 (mod 8) with e¡ = -(-2/p¡) for allp¡ =-p. This implies that -2N is a quadratic nonresidue of all odd primes ig p. The solutions are given in Tables V and Va, as This follows from the fact that the only ambiguous form besides the principal form is (2, 0, N'), and this form is not in the principal genus since 2 is a quadratic nonresidue of N'. Therefore, the class number is a multiple of 2, but not of 4.
Relative to Table IV, Table V is quite short since many of its least solutions are valid for a whole string of p¡, e.g., 123464393861 is valid for six p¡, and then 1833287692469
is valid for six more. We do not know if this phenomenon is of significance, or merely a fluke. A number of these N'"-those for p = 5,29,101, and 157-have exceptionally small values of L2Np(l) for determinants of their size. We round out our choice of quadratic characters by returning to positive discriminants and examining the problem that complements Problem I and extends Problem III into the positive range.
Problem VI. Find N = 5 (mod 8) with e¡ = -1, for all p¡ ^ p. The least prime residue of N will therefore exceed p. The least solutions are given in Table VI . Those for p = 43 -53 were given earlier by N. Beeger and E. Karst [23] . As with Problem I, we have not completed a Table Via and merely show its beginning: In Table VI we have included 3D values of L(l, x) for each JV. These approximations were obtained by a program called SPEEDY that computes the partial products of (7) for p < 132000. It evaluates the needed Jacobi symbols by the Reciprocity Law, and requires only a few seconds on an IBM 7094 for each discriminant. While it is very difficult to bound the error of these partial products with a bound that is both realistic and mathematically sound, we know by comparison with many examples where L(l, x) is known exactly that usually these SPEEDY approximations are correct to 1 part in 1000. The very low value of L(l, x) for N'13) = 49107823133 is of License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see http://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use where the coefficient (P) 3 -15 + 17 -111 -Í "" P + (-1/P) converges to 7r/2 as p -» oo, cf. Euler, Landau [25] . These N, therefore, have class numbers h(-4N) approximately equal to JN by (14) . But the convergence is, of course, quite slow :
h(-4Ni3i) = 145644 = 1.042V/N131, h(-4N'13,) = 224546 = 1.013 jN'l3i, rj(-4N149) = 592288 = 0.953jNi4g.
There are obviously many similar problems that one can propose and solve with the Delay Line Sieve [2] . The DLS 127 is available to anyone with a suitable problem without charge. We are pleased to acknowledge the assistance of Richard Serafín in computing most of the class numbers. 
